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A New Vortex in the City 
 
 
Trance Channeling begins..  
 
Greetings from the Lord Sananda.  
 
A new vortex has now opened within your city.  This is not a single-space vortex: its 
energy source is deep within the earth under your city, but its energetic tentacles reside 
in each and every one of you.  And this is being experienced by permanent residents and 
visitors alike. 
 
This particular vortex is to help each person come face-to-face with those aspects that 
they must deal with, in the now.  One person could be urged to look at five issues, and 
another person, twenty-five; and these shift and change, moment to moment. 
 
Take a moment and experience this energy vortex within self. If you wish, you may 
visualize it as an energetic spiral or funnel, rising up from the base chakra, and 
enveloping all the central chakrik points. [pause] 
 
Make friends with this vortex: you will find it pleasing if you align your energies with its 
high frequency.  You will then find yourself expanding into a new state of vibrancy, 
harmony and magnificence.   
 
If you fight this vortex, you will find yourself getting mentally and emotionally disturbed 
and fragmented.  You will also find yourself inundated with issues that you cannot 
handle. 
 
Please understand that this vortex is now working within you, whether or not you ‘like 
it’.  It has naturally not been imposed upon you, but has been drawn by the collective, 
so it would be easiest if you simply ‘made friends’ with it. 
 
Through this, you will now begin to review aspects of self that you have either 
suppressed, or those that you have been avoiding for years, even lifetimes.  Do not think 
that you will now be ‘overwhelmed’; this vortex also accelerates those aspects of self 



that will help you assimilate them.  You will simultaneously experience a rise in your 
mental, physical, emotional, and spiritual awareness. 
 
This could be likened to an ‘open book examination’: the answers are right in front of 
you; all you need to do is to use your power and retrieve them.  Enjoy the process. 
 
Some people are choosing to use the energies of this vortex to exit the planet.  They will 
create, for self, a smooth passage, and will then choose to continue the reviewal of their 
issues from the spirit realm. 
 
Some are choosing to use this vortex to ‘up the stakes’ for self: they may even intensify 
their earthly experiences to jolt self into a new state of awareness. 
 
Yet others are using it to simply grow smoothly, yet at an accelerated pace.   In short, 
each person, using his personal power, will direct the course of the vortex within self. 
 
Let us examine this process scientifically: by accessing these energies, the physical body 
is now going to start ‘revving up’.  Your cells are going to vibrate at a new frequency, 
and the various natural processes of digestion, blood circulation and respiration are 
going to quicken. 
 
The energies you emanate are therefore going to be of a higher frequency as well, and 
will start to ‘shake up’ everything and everyone with whom you come in contact.  They, 
too, are doing the same for you. 
 
This means that they are not who they were, and you are not who you were.  This is 
why, on a practical level, you are now being forced to re-evaluate your relationships.  
Your husband or child is not who he was yesterday— nor are you. 
 
If you continue to ‘perceive’ people in the way you previously knew them, you are not 
seeing the truth, but only an illusion, an echo, with which you are comfortable.  You are 
then doing both parties an injustice. 
 
You now HAVE to live in the moment, and perceive things for what they currently are, 
and not what they were. 
 
Group Member: Is everybody vibrating at the same frequency, or at their own 
frequency? 
 
So far, we have only spoken of your city.  A similar phenomenon is taking place 
worldwide; but each city, each area, is creating a similar vortex of its own. The manner 
of growth in each area will therefore be marginally different. 
 



Therefore each person in a particular area will be subject of the frequency of that 
particular vortex; but even within that, each person will grow at his own pace. 
 
Group Member: What about the Spirit of the city? 
  
Your city is currently undergoing a Spirit transfer: this could be likened to your political 
system, wherein a President retires, and another is voted into office. 
 
You have had a relatively steady energy for many years now; and the collective has 
deemed it time for a change.  This transference is likely to be completed over the next 
two to three months; after which the energies of your city are going to drastically 
change.  Through this process, old energetic procedures are going to be reviewed, and 
either retained, modified or completely changed. 
 
A whole new energetic awareness is going to come in, as demanded by all of you.  The 
new spirit is a very powerful one. 
 
Now, unlike your earthly politics, this new spirit is not subject to greed or corruption; 
but he is extremely powerful, and does desire to ‘shake up’ the city, and to instill into it, 
energetic awareness. 
 
This energy could be likened to a dictatorial one; that has a ‘zero tolerance’ policy, and 
desires only that which will serve the city and the collective.  And that is precisely what 
you have drawn to self, as that is exactly what you need. 
 
Now, this spirit will appoint ‘representatives’ to govern sub-sections of the city: certain 
areas may need to be vigorously stirred up, other areas may need gentle 
encouragement, and yet other areas may just need to be ‘left alone’.  Please remember, 
these areas only roughly correspond to your sub-divisions within the city. 
 
Now, the previous spirit worked in a much gentler manner, allowing spaces and people 
to grow at their own pace.  The new spirit will demand and initiate quick processes. If 
necessary, vigorous cleansing will take place. 
 
Group Member: Are you giving us a ‘sugar-coated pill’? Does this mean disasters?  
 
Perceive it how you will.  Will there be shifts, shakes and movements in your city? YES. 
Will the city collapse?  Of course not. Remember, these shifts and shakes are not always 
physical in nature.  
 
 Group Member: Were the recent bomb blasts a precursor to this?  
 
Yes, indeed. It is now beginning.    
 



Group Member: How were the general reactions, this time around?  
 
We were pleased to observe that the ‘reactions’ were more expansive than before. 
 
Friends, please do not view the new spirit as a harsh or punishing one: you must 
understand that you have ‘elected’ this kind of energy to be at the forefront.  The 
collective understands and creates exactly what it needs. 
 
 Group Member: Will this affect the centre, New Delhi? 
 
Yes.  There are many similar changes taking place, India-wide.  Each city, town and 
region is either upgrading or changing its governing spirit.  Strands of these new or 
upgraded spirit energies are automatically drawn to the center. 
 
This offers the spirit of the center the opportunity to upgrade as well, as he is 
democratically created by all these strands. 
 
The spirit of the center is only being upgraded, not replaced.  However, there is so much 
energetic stagnancy, and so many blockages in the center; that it is unlikely that the 
center will ‘shift and shake’ as much as the areas country-wide. 
 
Expect upheavals in the financial market.  There will be some unexpected crashes, and 
some unforeseen rises. Expect a brief period of volatility and panic. 
Please put out the energy of JOY.  Fill this arena with joy and re-creativity. 
 
The financial structure of this city needs immediate re-creation.  Hand-outs, aid, 
crutches, support, extensions and guidance have been repeatedly given to you in the 
past; yet you do not awaken.  
 
Corporations will now begin to function solely on the core energy of their leaders: the 
whole company will begin to mirror the personality of the person or persons in charge. 
 
Let us say that there is a mega-corporation in this city, and it being headed by a 
supreme commander.  Now this corporation will start to mirror, very clearly, exactly 
who he is, as a person.  It will clearly reflect his virtues and his vices, his magnificence 
and beauty, and his corruption and deviousness. All of this will now come to the surface, 
so you can view the corporation, and say “Yes, this is the man.”  Transparency will now 
be taken to a new level. 
 
And through this procedure, some will collapse, and others will sky-rocket. 
 
Group Member: Can you give us a time-frame for all this? 
 
There can be no definite time-frame: it will depend on your level of evolution.  



 
Through this will arise shining beacons: corporations that stand up for personal 
integrity; ones which view the collective, rather than the individual; ones which desire 
the upliftment of society, rather than the enrichment of a few individuals; ones which 
understand abundance in its fullest sense. 
 
These beacons will remain afloat during the rough period ahead; and will lead the way.  
They will make themselves known to you.  You will be able to recognize them, with 
clarity and discernment, through your new vortexes. 
 
You will be required to distinguish between those that function through greed and 
corruption, and those which work with expansion.  Now take responsibility for your part 
in this equation, and work accordingly.  
 
Group Member: So, in general, would you say that the worldwide financial structure is 
dependant on the growth of individuals, or of the mass? 
 
On both, dear friend— one cannot be separated from the other.  Remember, it takes 
only one worm in a beautiful apple, to slowly spread the rot.  Each country is currently 
reviewing its own financial imbalances, it its own way. 
 
 Group Member: I am most concerned about Somalia and the misery of Africa. Is the 
world going to come together and wake up and do something? 
 
More and more events, such as droughts, famines, and earthquakes are going to occur.  
Each offers the human race the opportunity to come together as one unit. 
It is time that you saw yourselves as one, united world; rather than separate groups of 
unrelated individuals.  Can’t you see beyond colour, language, political ideology or 
sexual preference? 
 
Group Member:  Are we going to ‘rise to the challenge’? 
 
You tell us!  We sincerely hope so! 
 
There is a general trend of ‘world caring’ now arising, much more strongly than it did 
before.  Thanks to widespread media coverage, you are now powerfully exposed to 
people and events, the world over. 
 
But with this rise in awareness, you choice comes in what do I choose to do about it?  It 
is so very easy to watch something happening across the world, express sympathy, and 
then instantly dismiss it from your mind. 
 
The ‘thread of caring’ that is now weaving humanity together, offers you the 
opportunity to choose to act.  Some may choose to be hands-on social workers; some 



may choose to offer their time, money or expertise to the situation; others may choose 
to spread awareness through the internet; and yet others may simply feel motivated to 
work energetically, long-distance.  The bottom line is: do what you feel urged to do. 
 
The world now needs to awaken, and awaken quickly.  There will come a time, in the 
future, when there will be no division of countries, and the world will be governed by 
world-elected representatives,  who understand that planet Earth is one collective, and 
has more than enough to feed and clothe all her people. 
 
Such is your future; but to achieve that, you have to start viewing yourselves as one 
unit.  You have to care for all, as you care for yourselves. You have to see the unity in 
your diversity.   
 
Can’t you see yourselves as a wonderful collective of similarities, instead of a disparate 
group of differences? 
  
Group Member: What about Pakistan? Are they going through what we are? 
 
The area you call Pakistan is going deep trauma at this moment in time. There is likely to 
be even more confusion and unrest there, in the near future.  It is experiencing the 
equivalent of schizophrenia. 
 
Please remember, the energy of the two countries are basically the same; each 
experience similar energetic aspects, and each must help the other work through them.  
The more you perceive the split between the two countries, the less you help one 
another. 
 
Energetically, the two areas are one.  The division is only man-made. 
 
Look at this practically.  Imagine if you decided that your left palm was your enemy, and 
that the rest of your body was relatively pleasing to self.  If you kept focusing on this, we 
assure you that your left palm would grow painful, and would slowly wither away and 
become useless.  Then, the inner ‘poison’ from that area would start to spread and 
affect other parts of your body. 
 
This is what you do, energetically, when you fight over land-masses. How can planet 
Earth be divided?  She has not ‘split herself up’.  She does not view one continent as a 
‘super power’, and another as an ‘evil foe’.  As you well know, these divisions are all a 
result of an imbalance of power, greed and one-upmanship. 
 
You live on her, choosing to see her as divided, separated and partitioned.  She chooses 
to see the fullness of self. 
 
Group Member: This reminds me so much of John Lennon’s song “Imagine”!  



 
Though the world-government is many years in the future, you can bring it forward! 
 
Group Member: I am still unclear about where this vortex is. 
 
The vortexes you are familiar with have generally occupied a linear space and location.  
This one has its epicenter deep below your city, but its energies reside within you.  
Hypothetically, if all the inhabitants of your city moved to one area, then that is where it 
would be.  As of now, it is fully spread out; its energies lie within each one of you. 
 
 Group Member: Can you please shed some light on the ‘speed of time’: has it recently 
changed?  
 
You may recall that, when we spoke of this many sessions ago, we had told you that you 
were no longer living in a 24-hour day.  We had mentioned that, though you still lived in 
the ‘illusion’ of a 24-hour day; the animal kingdom was vibrating at a 17-hour day; the 
human kingdom at a 14-hour day; and the mineral kingdom (being the most advanced) 
was vibrating at a 2-hour day.  This is why so many of you experience being ‘rushed’ all 
the time and not knowing ‘where the day has gone’. 
 
Now, even this has further changed and evolved.  Each member of the human race is 
now vibrating at his own frequency, and is living in his own time frame. 
 
When, for example, you touch other aspects of self, which reside in parallel and 
alternate realities (as you are now all doing, either consciously or unconsciously), time 
‘stands still’.  So if you do this more frequently one day, then time is shortened.  Yet the 
next day, you may not work so fervently, and time lengthens. 
 
The more you work towards assimilating aspects from these realities, the more 
‘timeless’ you become.  Eventually ‘one second’ and ‘eternity’ will mean the same thing.  
 
(Laughing) You are all experiencing temporary disorientation in your cellular structures; 
particularly in the brain, pituitary and pineal glands.  But you are rapidly acclimatizing to 
this. 
 
Now, combine this understanding of ‘time’ with our constant urging of assimilation of 
issues. 
 
As you evolve and increase your frequency, you cannot hold onto older energies of a 
slower frequency.  When you do this, you feel like you are running a marathon with a 
bag of rocks on your back.  It tends to hold you back, when you desire to move at a 
much faster pace. 
 



So you may be vibrating at the frequency of a 10-hour day, but your old beliefs, patterns 
and structures are vibrating at a much lower frequency.  The two are incompatible: no 
wonder they seem so burdensome! 
 
Let us examine this practically.  Let us say that a certain woman has now come into her 
own power, to a great extent.  She is now comfortable with being who she is, and wants 
to explore the ‘new self’ by going out and getting a job.   
 
Now let us also say that her family continues to function in its old belief system that a 
‘woman should not work’.  If she starts doubting self, and paying credence to their 
views, and even starts to slip into her old aspects of self-doubt and worthlessness; there 
is a tug-of-war within self. 
 
She does not really believe any of this, anymore; yet she gives it weightage and validity.  
There are now two incompatible frequencies at work, within self. 
 
She has to bring up those old belief structures, and review them from her current 
frequency.  She will then find that they no longer have any validity in her life.  This way, 
she ‘brings them upto speed’. 
 
Group Member: This acclimatization can only be made ‘in the now’! 
 
Of course! There is only ‘the now’!  And you have to keep doing it, moment to moment. 
Your very experiences keep making you a different person.  You are not even ‘who you 
were’ yesterday. 
 
You have no idea how fast you are all evolving.  Energetic evolution is not always a 
simple, upward curve.  There are often troughs and crests.  But every trough and crest is 
higher than the previous one. 
 
Even if you examine obvious ‘golden ages’, such as the era of Atlantis, there were major 
troughs and crests.  Yet expansion is now at an all-time frequency ‘high’.  You are all 
highly evolved scientific, mathematical, creative souls: else you would not be on Earth at 
this moment of the now. 
 
Group Member: A funny thing is happening these days: instead of asking myself what I 
am doing in a certain situation, I find myself asking what my vibration is, in that 
situation. 
 
Wonderful!  Find out, for self, what your vibration is, and what your issue’s vibration is.  
If there is a mis-match, then review it from who you are today.  Your perception of the 
situation will instantly change. 
 



You may find, for example, that you are simply nagging or ‘losing your cool’ out of sheer 
habit (an old vibration); whereas the situation may not be causing that to arise, within 
self, at all, in the moment of now.  It may simply be a habitual, comfortable echo of the 
‘you of the past’. 
 
Dear friends; we are all evolving together.  You serve us, we serve you.  As you grow, we 
grow; as we grow, you grow.  Such is the perfection of the OM. 
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